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ABSTRACT

On-site monitoring and numerical simulation have been combined to analyze the stability of the jointed sur-
rounding rock and the stress inside the lining structure of a sample deeply buried hydraulic tunnel. We show that
the deformation around the tunnel was mainly concentrated in the range 51.37 mm∼66.73 mm, the tunnel cir-
cumference was dominated by shear failure, and the maximum plastic zone was about 3.90 m. When the shotcrete
treatment was performed immediately after the excavation, the deformation of the surrounding rock was reduced
by 58.94%∼76.31%, and the extension of the plastic zone was relatively limited, thereby leading to improvements
in terms of the stability of surrounding rock. When the support was provided at different time points, the stress of
the surrounding rock in the shallow part of the tunnel was improved everywhere. In the tunnel section with high
ground stress and joint development, when 10 cm steel fiber concrete spray layer and 40 cm C25 concrete sec-
ondary lining were used, the maximum tensile stress on the lining structure was 0.89 MPa, i.e., it was less than
the tensile strength of concrete, which indicates that the internal force of the lining can meet the overall
requirements.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, deeply buried diversion tunnels have become more common, and the problem of high
ground stress has become an urgent problem to be solved. In particular, the stability and safety of the lining
structure under complex stress conditions after excavation and after support are in urgent need of in-depth
study [1–3]. In the tunnel section with high ground stress and joint fractures, the geological disasters such
as rock burst, large deformation, collapse, etc., are extremely likely to occur during the tunnel excavation
process due to the influence of high ground stress. Plastic deformation will occur after excavation, and
local collapse and plastic failure may occur in the initial support. Considering the complexity of
engineering geology and the influence of high ground stress and joint fractures, the stability of the
diversion tunnel is an issue that must be considered in the project.

Some scholars [4–11] used three-dimensional finite element software to analyze the mechanical
characteristics of the cavern lining, the mechanism of lining cracking, the three-dimensional simulation of
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the cavern under high water pressure or shallow depth, the seepage flow of the submarine tunnel, the change
of water pressure after the lining, and the mechanical characteristics of the secondary lining or the lining of
large-diameter tunnels. The analytical formulas for the water consumption and water pressure of the subsea
tunnel in the homogeneous surrounding rock were deduced, the lining cracking mechanism was analyzed,
the basic factors affecting the lining cracking were investigated, and the changes of external load and
internal force of the lining structure over time were summarized. Selahattin et al. [6] used three-
dimensional finite element method to simulate the conventional tunnel excavation and lining, and the
numerical results showed that the soil properties and excavation methods had an impact on the
deformation of the excavation face and the settlement of the foundation. Peter et al. [7] studied the
deformation of soft rock tunnel with high in-situ stress without lining through finite element software.
Wang [12] studied the stress and structural optimization of the secondary lining of highway tunnels. The
results showed that the vault, the waist of the arch, the corner of the secondary lining, the side wall of the
inverted arch and the center of the inverted arch were the most unfavorable positions with the stress.
Within a certain range, the safety of the secondary lining increased with the increase of the measured
pressure coefficient. Gao et al. [13] analyzed the stress and deformation characteristics of the lining
structure of Yuanliangshan Tunnel under the condition of high water pressure by using three-dimensional
finite element numerical simulation. The study found that high water pressure had a significant impact on
the lining structure of the tunnel, and the stress and deformation of the lining structure were large under
the action of high water pressure, and the lining structure had a large longitudinal bending moment.

In summary, many scholars [14–16] have studied the mechanical characteristics of the lining under
conditions such as high ground temperature tunnels, shallow burial or high water pressure. However, few
scholars have focused on the stability of the surrounding rock of the hydraulic tunnel joints and the
mechanical characteristics of the lining structure under the conditions of deeply buried tunnel with high
ground stress and relatively developed joints and cracks. Finite element or finite difference in numerical
simulation can only simulate a small number of large-scale joint faults. When considering a large number
of joints, the numerical model of discrete element will become extremely difficult, and it cannot consider
the anisotropic deformation and anisotropic failure caused by the joints and cracks. In this paper, discrete
element software was used to perform numerical simulations. Due to its powerful pre-processing and
discrete fracture network, discrete element software has great advantages in the simulation of jointed rock
masses.

2 On-Site Monitoring and Stress Analysis of Hydraulic Tunnel Lining with High Ground Stress

2.1 Project Overview
According to engineering examples at home and abroad and literature [17], are the major factors result in

the crack of the lining sidewall of high ground stress, the stress of surrounding rock, construction quality, etc.,
due to tunnel excavation energy concentrated, easy to cause the tunnel hole weeks after joint rock mass under
high geostress, the savings in energy released within the surrounding rock, makes rock mass shear failure
occurs, It leads to the increase of the loose circle around the diversion tunnel, and the sudden increase of
the relaxation load after lining leads to the cracking and deformation of the initial support.

A deeply buried high ground stress hydraulic tunnel in Xinjiang is located in the Kezi Autonomous
Prefecture, with a maximum buried depth of about 1700 m. The geology is complex. Due to the impact
of high ground stress, a certain degree of rock burst may occur. The geological structure in the high
ground stress section is mainly controlled by the development of joints and fractures. The faulted
structures and stratigraphic joints along the cave line are relatively developed. The main occurrences are
observed at 50°∼70°NW∠60°∼65°, 270°∼325°NE, and SW ∠75°∼85°. According to engineering
geological data, the rock mass near the cavern is dominated by Type III surrounding rocks.
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2.2 Purpose of Field Test
In order to understand the stress conditions around the tunnel and the lining structure, the stress

characteristics of the surrounding rock support structure were further observed. By observing the stress of
the surrounding rock support structure, it can provide a scientific basis for the construction and design of
the high ground stress tunnel. Meanwhile, the stress characteristics in the field test can provide the model
verification of subsequent numerical experiments and the comparison and verification of subsequent
theories and numerical analysis results. In addition, it also accumulates relevant numerical experience for
the expansion of the project. Through systematic analysis of the monitoring data, the characteristics and
mechanism of the force change of the supporting structure can be obtained, which can provide reference
for the design of the supporting structure, and finally determines the supporting scheme suitable for the
excavation and operation period of the main tunnel.

2.3 Test Plan and Site Layout
The high ground stress tunnel section is mainly concentrated between pile numbers 10 + 200 m∼15 +

642 m. The test tunnel was located at 110 m downstream of the 4# branch tunnel. This section had prominent
high ground stress. The test tunnel was perpendicular to the excavated main tunnel and excavated towards the
mountain. The test tunnel was a city gate cavern type, with a diameter of 4.6 m, a height of 5.3 m, and a
length of 17 m. The first 5 m was the burrow section (the sprayed concrete treatment was actually carried
out in the later period using the C25 concrete with the thickness of 50 cm). The last 12 m was the lining
tunnel section, which was lined with ordinary lining consisting of 10 cm steel fiber concrete spray layer
and 40 cm thick C25 concrete lining. The lining stress gauge was prefabricated inside the lining, mainly
to test the internal stress behavior of the lining. The stress gauge was mainly used to monitor the stress of
the lining structure. A total of 5 concrete stress gauges were arranged in the test tunnel section, located in
the middle of the left and right walls, the left and right arches, and the vault positions. The stress gauge
contained radial and circumferential directions. The radial stress mainly referred to the contact force
between the surrounding rock and the lining, and the circumferential stress referred to the internal stress
of the lining. The site layout is shown in Fig. 1.

2.4 On-Site Monitoring Results and Force Analysis
The site investigation revealed that the cracks after excavation were mainly distributed near the vault and

side walls. Due to the effect of high ground stress and joint cracks, the tensile stress value further increased
after the excavation, opening and closing cracks appeared at the vault position, and cracks appeared in the
wall. In order to avoid damage to the lining structure during the operation period, the excavated tunnel was
secondly lined. After the lining, the stress observation instrument was installed to monitor the lining force.
The lining stress gauge was prefabricated inside the lining to test the internal force of the lining. The radial
and circumferential stresses in the lining of the sidewalls, arch waist and arch vault were monitored. The field
monitoring data of the circumferential maximum stress and radial maximum stress for the side wall and vault

Figure 1: Site layout
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of the hydraulic tunnel lining structure are shown in Table 1. The maximum circumferential stress and the
radial stress appeared in left side wall. The maximum circumferential stress was 0.835 MPa, and the
maximum radial stress was 0.972 MPa, which was much smaller than its tensile strength. Thus, the
stability of the rock mass and lining structure around the tunnel in the lining section can be ensured.

3 Analysis of Mechanical Properties and Plastic Zone of Surrounding Rock Supporting Structure in
High Ground Stress Area

3.1 Model Establishment
The model was established through discrete element software. Considering the boundary effect, the

model size was 60 m × 60 m × 60 m. The section at the maximum buried depth of Type III surrounding
rock was selected as a typical section for analysis. In the Mohr-Coulomb constitutive model, the MC
yield criterion was used to analyze the stability of surrounding rock after excavation and support. The
front, back, left, right, upper, and lower boundaries were all displacement constraints. The upper
boundary was set as the self-weight stress boundary, and a vertical pressure of 45.9 MPa was applied.
From the lateral pressure coefficient, 68.85 MPa was applied to the horizontal boundary. The stability of
the surrounding rock in this section was mainly controlled by the development of joints. There were
mainly three groups of joint groups, i.e., J1, J2 and J3, spreading over the entire model. The parameters
of the three joint groups are shown in Table 2. The numerical calculation model is shown in Fig. 2.

Table 1: Field measured data of hydraulic tunnel lining structure (unit: MPa)

Left side wall Right side wall Tunnel vault

Support
type

Maximum
radial stress

Maximum
circumferential
stress

Maximum
radial stress

Maximum
circumferential
stress

Maximum
radial stress

Maximum
circumferential
stress

Lining 0.972 0.835 0.917 0.835 – 0.791

Table 2: Main joint groups simulated in the calculation

Group Inclination (°) Tiltangle (°) Average spacing (m)

J1 65 73 13.3

J2 55 38 8.6

J3 52 243 10.4

Three models have been established in this paper. Model 1: no support measures are taken after excavation
(for reference); Model 2: Shotcrete is carried out after excavation (simulation of the gross tunnel section in the
field working conditions); Model 3: After excavation, ordinary support is carried out, that is, composed of 10
cm spray layer and 40 cm secondary lining (the lining section in the field working condition is simulated).
Three-dimensional numerical simulation of extreme support time was carried out for model two and model
three. The simulation of the gross tunnel section is to compare whether the supporting scheme proposed in
this paper has better effect than the simple shotcrete. The comparison between Model 3 and the field
monitoring data is to verify whether the simulation results are reasonable.

3.2 Parameter Selection
According to the values of mechanical parameters of the surrounding rock of similar projects and the

actual engineering geological conditions, the relevant mechanical parameters were selected. The
parameters of surrounding rock and supporting structure are shown in Table 3. The mechanical
parameters of joints are shown in Table 4.
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Figure 2: Numerical model of tunnel jointed rock mass (a) three-dimensional diagram of ordinary lining
(b) section view of ordinary lining (c) three-dimensional diagram of secondary support (d) section view
of secondary support

Table 3: Parameters of surrounding rock and supporting structure

Materials Density
(kg/m3)

Cohesion
(MPa)

Internal
friction
angle (°)

Elastic
Modulus
(GPa)

Poisson’s
ratio

Volume
modulus
(MPa)

Shear
modulus
(MPa)

Tensile
strength
(MPa)

Compressive
strength
(MPa)

Type III
surrounding
rock

2700 1.1 48 7.5 0.25 5000 3000 1.27 46.5

C25 concrete 2347 2.5 35 28 0.167 14014 11997 1.30 12.5

Steel fiber
concrete

2400 2.7 35 23 0.167 11511 9854 1.68 41.5

Table 4: Mechanical parameters of joints

Normal stiffness
(GPa/m)

Tangential stiffness
(GPa/m)

Tensile
strength (Pa)

Internal friction
angle (°)

Cohesion
(MPa)

Residual
cohesion (MPa)

50 40 1.7 30 1.3 1
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3.3 Simulation Results and Analysis
3.3.1 Displacement

Themaximum deformation of the displacement field after excavation was about 66.73mm. After excavation,
the maximum horizontal displacement appeared near the side wall, and the maximum value was about 66.23 mm.
The maximum vertical displacement was near the arch bottom, and the maximum value was about 51.37 mm.
When the ordinary lining was performed after the deformation was stabilized, compared with the excavation,
the maximum deformation was reduced by 51.67%, the maximum horizontal displacement was reduced by
46.87%, and the maximum vertical displacement was reduced by 41.02%. When the ordinary lining was
performed immediately after the excavation, compared with the deformation in the case of performing support
after stabilized excavation, the maximum deformation was reduced by 58.94%, the maximum horizontal
displacement was reduced by 62.74%, and the maximum vertical displacement was reduced by 76.31% is
shown in Fig. 3. From the perspective of the displacement field, the immediate support after excavation was
more conductive to the stability of the surrounding rock of the diversion tunnel.

Figure 3: Displacement cloud map of jointed rock mass near the diversion tunnel before and after support
(unit: m) (a) displacement after excavation (b) displacement with support after deformation is stabilized
(c) displacement with immediate support after excavation (d) horizontal displacement after excavation
(e) horizontal displacement with support after deformation is stabilized (f) horizontal displacement with
immediate support after excavation (g) vertical displacement after excavation (h) vertical displacement with
support after the deformation is stabilized (i) vertical displacement with immediate support after excavation
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3.3.2 Strain
The stress distribution cloud diagram is shown in Fig. 4. According to the law of stress change, the stress

is redistributed after the excavation of the diversion tunnel due to the influence of high ground stress and the
development of joints. After excavation, the stress was released in the area of 1 to 2.67 m around the tunnel,
and the stress was 1.0 MPa around the tunnel. The left and right tensile stress was close to the tensile strength
of the surrounding rock, which was not conducive to the stability of the rock mass. With the development of
joint fractures, the surrounding rocks were very vulnerable to damage and cracks can be produced. Under the
conditions of deep burial and high ground stress, stress concentration occurred near the side wall in the range
of 3.45 to 5.51 m, and the maximum compressive stress was 53.69 MPa, which exceeded the compressive
strength of the surrounding rock. It can be inferred that the high ground stress concentration caused rock mass
instability around the tunnel. After excavation, ordinary lining was performed at different timings. After the
support, the stress around the tunnel was improved, and the range of stress was smaller. There was no tensile
stress around the diversion tunnel, and the surrounding rocks were compressed. The local maximum
compressive stress was 43.52∼44.88 MPa, which was smaller than the compressive strength of the
surrounding rock mass, thus the surrounding rock mass was in a stable state. The increase in stress in
the shallow part of the tunnel with the support immediately after excavation was greater than that with
the support after the stabilization of deformation. Therefore, compared to performing the support to the
surrounding rock after the excavation was stabilized, the immediate support was more conducive to the
stability of the surrounding rock.

Figure 4: Cloud map of stress distribution around the tunnel with and without support (unit: MPa) (a)
maximum principal stress after excavation (b) maximum principal stress with support after the
stabilization of deformation (c) maximum principal stress with immediate support after excavation (d)
minimum principal stress after excavation (e) minimum principal stress with support after the stabilization
of deformation (f) minimum principal stress with immediate support after excavation
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3.3.3 Plastic Zone
The stress distribution of circular elastoplastic tunnels can be used to analyze the deformation and failure

mechanism of deeply buried high ground stress diversion tunnels. Due to the development of high ground
stress and joint fissures, with the excavation of the tunnel, the surrounding rock mass was easily damaged and
had relatively poor stability. The plastic zone distribution of surrounding rock is shown in Fig. 5. The plastic
zone was generated when the developed stress reached a certain value and satisfied a certain condition. The
displacement increment and stress disturbance caused by the excavation caused the plastic yield zone around
the excavation section to a large extent. The yield mode was shear yielding. Due to the development of joints,
the plastic zone around the tunnel had a large distribution range and was mainly in shear failure. It can be seen
from the figure that the shear failure on the arch waist, side walls, and arch bottom varies to different degrees.
The plastic zone of the arch waist was about 1.31 m, and the maximum plastic zone was observed at the arch
bottom, which was about 3.88 m. When the support was performed after the deformed surrounding rock was
stabilized after excavation, the plastic zone was not expanded. When the support was carried out immediately
after excavation, the scope of the plastic zone was limited around the diversion tunnel. Therefore, the
immediate support after excavation was more conducive to the stability of surrounding rock.

3.3.4 Force Analysis of Lining Structure
By comparing the stress cloud maps of the lining structure with the support applied at two extreme times,

we can conclude that only spray coating treatment should be performed after excavation, while the concrete
structure is damaged due to excessive compressive stress. The simulation results of the tunnel showed that
regardless of the timing of the support, although the stability of the jointed rock mass around the tunnel can
be temporarily ensured to varying degrees, different types of damage would eventually occur to the lining
structure. Therefore, the supporting effect of the lining section in this paper is particularly important. In
order to provide a safety margin in the later stage, the lining tunnel section was simulated when the support
was performed at the unfavorable supporting timing. After the secondary lining, the lining structure is
shown in Fig. 6c. By comparing the lining structure of the lining tunnel section, the application of the
secondary lining can not only ensure the stability of the jointed rock mass around the tunnel, but also lead
to a smaller tensile stress generated on the supporting structure. The maximum tensile stress was only
0.89 MPa, which was smaller than the tensile strength of concrete. Therefore, the internal force of the lining
can meet the overall requirements, which ensures the safety of the supporting structure during operation.

Figure 5: Cloud map of the plastic zone of the diversion tunnel (a) plastic zone after excavation (b) plastic
zone with support after deformation is stabilized (c) plastic zone with immediate support after excavation
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No matter how the supporting time is, although the stability of the jointed rock mass around the tunnel
can be guaranteed temporarily to different degrees, the lining structure will eventually suffer different types
of damage. Therefore, the supporting effect of lining section is particularly important in this paper. Hole
section of lining is simulated, adopt adverse supporting time, the purpose is to provide space for the
security of its late, lining hole after secondary lining of segment lining structure as shown in Fig. 6c,
through the hole and lining segment lining structure stress distribution were compared, to 10 cm shotcrete
layer and 40 cm, secondary lining not only guarantee the stability of the joint rock hole week, The tensile
stress generated on the supporting structure is also small, and the stress in the lining meets the
requirements as a whole, so the safety of the supporting structure can be ensured during operation.

According to the on-site monitoring data, the maximum tensile stress generated by the lining structure
was 0.90MPa, which was slightly different from the maximum tensile stress from the simulation (0.89 MPa).
Considering that the actual project may be affected by factors such as climate change and overly complex
geological conditions, the actual geological environment cannot be restored 100% in the model. Thus, the
error between the on-site monitoring data and the simulation results can be considered to be within the
normal range, and the simulation results are relatively consistent with the on-site monitoring.

4 Conclusions

1) In deep high geostress, joint fissure development situation, through the hole section under different
support time MAO’s displacement, stress, strain and plastic zone are analyzed, and the changes of
supporting the more holes in the earlier weeks of joint rock mass stability, no matter under what
kind of supporting time, cave surrounding rock stability can be guaranteed, but this may be a
temporary stability, although the effect is different under different supporting time, the lining
structure will be damaged even under the most favorable supporting time, so the long-term
stability of the cavern cannot be guaranteed. The simulation results of the lining section showed
that the maximum tensile stress generated by the lining structure was about 0.89 MPa, which was
relatively consistent with the on-site monitoring results.

2) According to the analysis of the displacement field, the maximum deformation of the displacement
field after excavation is 66.73 mm, the maximum horizontal displacement appears near the side wall
with a value of 66.23 mm, and the maximum vertical displacement is at the vault with a value of
51.37 mm. In the simulation, the deformation and failure occurred mainly in the vault and the
side wall, which was consistent with that in the field survey, the failure occurred near the vault

Figure 6: Stress cloud map of lining before and after support of hydraulic tunnel (unit: MPa) (a) lining
structure when support is performed after the deformation is stabilized (b) lining structure with immediate
support after the excavation (c) lining structure after the secondary support
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and the side wall. Shotcrete support was carried out after the deformation was stabilized: the
maximum deformation was reduced by 51.67%, the maximum horizontal displacement was
reduced by 46.87%, and the maximum vertical displacement was reduced by 41.02%.

3) According to the analysis of stress field, there is about 1.0 MPa tensile stress around the tunnel after
excavation. With the development of joints and fractures, the tunnel is easy to be damaged. The
tunnel is a stress release zone, with the maximum stress of 33.25 MPa, and the stress
concentration in local locations, the maximum compressive stress of 53.69 MPa, which exceeds
the compressive strength of surrounding rock. After the secondary lining, the stress around the
tunnel is improved, the tensile stress does not appear, and the tensile stress is transformed into
compressive stress, and the local maximum compressive stress is 43.52 MPa, which is less than
the compressive strength of the surrounding rock, which can ensure the stability of the
surrounding rock after the lining.

4) From the analysis of the plastic zone, the displacement increment and stress disturbance caused by
excavation cause the plastic yield zone around the excavation section to a large extent. After
excavation, the plastic zone around the tunnel is distributed in a large range, the maximum is
about 3.88 m, and the shear failure is the main part of the tunnel. Shotcrete treatment is carried
out immediately after excavation, and the surrounding rock pressure is jointly borne by the
surrounding rock and the lining, which will limit the range of rock plastic zone around the cave,
and is beneficial to the stability of surrounding rock.
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